Abstract-Cognitive radio (CR) system being an intelligencebased communication device has been considered as the next generation emerging technologies to Wireless Communication Systems (WCS). This CR's embedded-intelligent agent is called Cognitive Engine (CE), and is responsible for the dynamic adaptation between the WCS's environment and the radio operational parameters. As a result of CR's intelligence capability, the WCS's quality of service (QoS) and its connectivity operations get enhanced. In order to evaluate the CR engine performance in respect to its learning, timing, and its computational performances. This paper proposes an alternative state-of-the-art enhanced CR learning engine based on Random Neural Network (RNN). Unlike Artificial Neural Network (ANN) systems, RNN establishes strong data generalization, converges faster and produces relatively smaller levels of prediction errors. Subjected to similar environmental conditions, the simulation cumulative results show that the performance of the proposed RNN system is satisfactory and produces 36.895% performance improvement above the ANN learning engine.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Communication System (WCS) environment is presently being considered to be heavily congested and noisy. This is the magnitude of huge demands observe in today's wireless communication services and applications, such has high mobility, users explosion, outburst in demand, as well as other numerous technologies adaptations. Hence, many transmitted signals or packets got dropped or corrupted before reaching their desire receivers, while some got delivered has errors with imperfect values, hence lessening the quality of service (QoS). [1] . Another issue is the demand for electromagnetic spectrum (i.e. Radio Frequency (RF), which is a valuable resource, limited as well as underutilized. However, on a continuous basis, RF demand has been exponentially rising [2] . Hence, a good schedule and an effective management are required towards enhancing the WCS's congested environment.
The CR is made up of a combination of an embedded hybrid intelligence module called Cognitive Engine (CE) and a Software Defined Radio (SDR). The CE is the essential component of CR through which its self-organizing capabilities are been carried out and comprises of a knowledge base, a reasoning, and a learning engine [3] . The reasoning engine is considered to be the CE's central processing unit which controls every status and performs the logical thinking. Meanwhile, the learning engine learns every CR dynamical adjustments or settings based on its previous system responses. The knowledge-based engine maintains and keeps every tracks or event information within the CR system [4] . Originally envisioned by Mitola [5] and later adopted by Haykin [2] , CR is operated on a looped-intelligence sequence called cognition cycle as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Through this procedure, CR is able to sense the WCS environment, plan its communication actions according to input received from sensors and create the required network policies, and at the same time learn from its previous results, before it finally decides. Cognitive Radio (CR) provides solution to various WCS's limitations, most especially controlling the wireless communication unstable communication medium (i.e. spectrum). CR can be applied to any WCS's communication services, and networks that suffer from spectrum shortage and any congested issues. Because CR is developed has an intelligent device and effectively considered to be the required promising solution to WCS improvement. CR uses this intelligent capability to handle the spectrum management in an opportunistic manner. And, once the CR selects any available channel, the next challenge is to make the network protocols adaptive to the available spectrum, using its awareness with its wireless environment, ability to learn from its past operations and being able to automatically adjust its radio operating parameters (e.g. modulation, transmit-power, carrier-frequency, and other communication policies) to adapt to the incoming RF stimuli in real-time. [1] .
CR intelligence is called Cognitive Engine (CE), and comprises of three separate components, namely: reasoning engine, learning engine and decision engine. Out of all the three CE's intelligence components; the learning engine has been selected has the primary focus of this paper, by proposing an Artificial Intelligent system based on Random Neural Network (RNN) has an alternative learning engine for a CR intelligence engine. In the summary, by adapting RNN's learning attributes, it is believe that the CR will be able to perform the followings: reduces CR development complexity, speed up the communication processes, time and equally generate better and a more reliable decision.
Next, a discussion on RNN is prompted to introduce readers in the application of RNN's learning competency and cognitive radio engine development. The need for an improved learning system become necessary, especially in regards to the existing ANN learning system. For instance, ANN could not properly fit in heavy and noisy data, which can be considered to be equivalent to the present noisy WCS. And for this reason, RNN learning capacity is hereby proposed has a better alternative. Although, learning in neural network systems, has been found out to be an elementary mathematical operation. Whose output structure is heavily dependent on the activation function [3] .
RNN models are tractable, reliable in performance, and can easily be implemented in both software and hardware. However, its neurons spiking potential features will be critically observed and adapted to implement our proposed CEs learning engine; because its output is a little closer to that of human representation, in terms of its prediction and accuracy better than that of ANN [6] . For example, RNN system has been used in classification problems, intelligent recognition solvers, such as coloured images recognition plus in solving various optimization problems, with lots of RNN literature and applications presented and discussed in [7] , However, the entire NN's capabilities are yet to be fully exploited in the CR development, for the fact that there are still some pending issues to clarify, such as faster decision making, accurate users performances, and precise predictive results.
Principally on the real-time wireless environment, this has become more pronounced and is getting more complicated, especially among the heterogeneous CRNs; where a CR not only has to adapt to the RF environment, but is expected to coordinate its operations with other radios as well as within different networks. In solving the aforementioned WCS related problems, precisely congestion control and the unpredicted wireless environmental predicaments, such as faster decision making, accurate users performances, and precise predictive results. To achieve this, the main scope of this paper has been shifted towards developing an optimized computer generated simulation based learning algorithm using the RNNs learning properties.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: related work and motivation for application of random neural networks to cognitive radio systems are presented in Section II. Section III introduces a revisiting Random Neural Network (RNN) mathematical expression. The modelling approach through which the proposed objective was realised was presented in Section IV. While, the RNN training procedure is expressed in Section V, and Section VI discusses the simulation results, with the paper been concluded in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORKS
He et al. in [8] , used a case-based reasoning method to design and develop a CE learning engine for IEEE 802.22 wireless regional area network (WRAN). In [9] , ant colony optimization learning algorithm was implemented to manage multi-channel radios communication. A completely different CR learning model technique was adopted by Newman [10] and Rieser [11] for the dynamic resource allocation in the congested WCS. Other AI solutions include the use of ANN based CR learning system and large scale WCS optimization by Hasegawa in et al [12] and Baldo in [13] . Another CE implementation is presented in [14] and involve two intelligence combination of Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Radial Basis Function Neural Network. The scope of this paper was adopted with an associated RNN based learning representation known has "A linear non-negative least square (NNLS) learning system" and was applied in [15] in solving a related unstable problem in a disaster condition. Although, an extensive learning improvement was carried out in [16] and [17] ; and various modifications made to the RNN neural structure through a large ensemble of cells, until synchronized interactions exist between its neurons to trigger asynchronous firing and its outcome really shows an impressive improvement to RNN's application. In addition, several CR learning engines had been implemented with other AI techniques, such as: metaheuristic algorithms, hidden Markov models, rulebased reasoning, ontology-based reasoning, and case-based reasoning. For the readers conveniences [18] and [19] are recommended.
III. RANDOM NEURAL NETWORK MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Like ANN neural modelling, RNN also exist in two types, namely: the feed-forward and the recurrent neural systems. The feed-forward architecture was used in for our proposed RNN-CE learning algorithm, and is diagrammed in Fig. 2 . It is a three layer neural model comprising of an input layer with our seven defined variables, the hidden layer of which six (6) nodes was used in the simulation and an output layer with only one neuron determining the available throughput.
RNN model is made of interacting N-neurons with two internally generated signals, which are excitatory and inhibitory signals. However at a state, these interacting N-neurons get 
where: K i (t) is the potential value of neuron(i).
If the potential K i (t) of neuron(i) produced is positive, then, the neuron(i) is said to be excited (excitatory state). Meanwhile, if it is a negative signal, it is considered has inhibitory [20] . And the rate at which each neuron fires, is called constant Poisson process rate (r i ). However, every time this occurs, the RNN network steady-state probability changes from q i state to q (i−1) , and as a result reduces its potential K(t). If the arriving signals are negative, the potential K(t) produces will be reduced by 1, while on the contrary, the potential K(t) will get increases by 1 for every positive signal arrival [21] and [22] . The probability that a neuron(i) generates and sends positive signals to neuron(j) is denoted as p + (i,j) , while the equivalent probability for negative signals is expressed as p − (i,j) . However, probability of a neuron(i) signal leaving or departing from the network is represented as d i . While based on the Markovian theory [23] , the N number of neurons movement probabilities was developed and mathematically expressed in (2):
The transition probability p (i,j) representing the movements of signals between neurons is represented by (3)
The combination of the probabilities in (2) and (3), presents an approach through which RNN synaptic weights (w) can be determined for both positive by (4) and negative signals by (5) .
where (w) is the weight and equivalent to the ANNs, only that the RNN synaptic weights are non-negative and used for the excitatory and inhibitory spike rates. The r i in (6) is the firing rate between the neurons and regarded as a Poisson firing rate with exponential distributed interim pulse intervals.
While, the steady-state probability q i for an excited neuron [7] , [21] , and [20] is expressed with (7) .
where, Λ (i) denotes the Poisson process of rate at which external excitatory (positive) signals arrived into the neuron(i) and λ (i) is the equivalent external inhibitory (negative) signal into neuron i. The total external arrival rate for the positive λ (8) and (9) .
At time t, the vector of the generated potential
determine the state of the network. The stationary probability distribution p(k) then expressed by (10) ,
However, if (8) and (9) produces a non-negative solution, such that q i ≤ 1, then the stationary probability distribution p(k) solution becomes (11)
At this point, the network become stable and guarantees the excitation status for each neuron of remaining finite with probability = 1. Similarly, the average potential A i of a neuron(i) can be determine as
If the steady-sate probability q i in (7) is greater than zero, i.e.,
then the neuron(i) is considered to be saturated or unstable and continuously firing in steady state.
The RNN symbols used in this paper are presented in Table  I . External arrival rate of -ve signals to neuron i λ
Average arrival rate of +ve signals to neuron i λ
Average arrival rate of -ve signals to neuron i w
Rate of +ve signals to neuron j when neuron i fires w
Rate of -ve signals to neuron j when neuron i fires
Probability that a signal from firing neuron i departs from the network r i
Firing rate of neuron i
IV. PROPOSED APPROACH
Has illustrated in Fig-3 , describing the simulation approach through which the scope of this work was designed, modelled and implemented. The starting point was the installation for the Network Simulation version-2 (NS-2) [24] on a linux based operating system and patching of all the relevant as well as related files. After this, a Cognitive Radio Network (CRN) was developed with a multi-radio multi-channel physical layer using an Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol. AODV, is a special routing protocol programming developed for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) and other mobile wireless ad-hoc networks.
Next was the Software Defined Radio (SDR) parameter configuration using the TCL script, and in turn used to develop the comprehensive dataset. To achieve this, the two classes of CR's parameter settings was modelled, which are the transmission and environmental parameter settings has listed in Table II and III. These two sets of parameters are predefined, varied and manually in-putted into the TCL script to execute different wireless scenarios. After generated the dataset, the collated values matched with corresponding simulation output results, which are the modelled CRN available throughput. And for the final step has displayed in the Fig-3 , there are two NN models proposed. The Matlab's Neural Network (NN) toolbox package [25] was used to implement the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) learning engine, while the proposed RNN learning engine implementation was performed with another Each of the generated results from various different WCS environmental condition is manually defined to generate the entire 480 datasets, has articulated in Table IV . Combining the CR two parameter classes, give seven (7) operational parameters in total were used to generate the datasets, has articulated in Table IV . All these seven parameters were collated and equally used has inputs for the NN learning modelling structures has respectively diagrammed in Fig 2 and Fig 4 for both RNN and ANN systems. With the transmission set having four variables and three (3) unsteady environmental conditions. Various tunings were made to the two NN learning modelling structures, such as the number of hidden layer neurons, the minimum square error , and the correlation factor between the expected and the predicted CRN available throughput in order to validate the two learning techniques performances. The transmission cycle (TC) was defined in (12) as the product of the proposed transmission variables in Table II .
where: N DR = the number of data rate = 4 N CW = the number of contention windows = 2 N P = the number of transmitting power = 3.
This in total gives 24 different wireless environmental settings. However, to generate additional scenarios, TC was later combined with Table III to produce Table IV; which is the over CRN simulation conditions executed. The purpose of supervised learning is to find an optimal set of weights so that for a set X of input patterns, the AI models output closely represents the desired one. The RNN non-negative least X-th pattern was formulated has NK form equation in (13) , by combining all the RNN excited steady state in (7) with all its known preferences and assumptions for (8) and (9), and its constant firing rate r i in 6 in section III above.
Such that: w
For equation (13) becoming linear with nonnegativity constraints, then all q ik must be determined (i.e. must be known). Meanwhile the 2 weights in 8 and 9 becomes unknown due to various adjustments within the NN model to produce a closely related predicted output from its supplied original data. The assumption that all q ik are known is valid because q ik can be set to random values. To achieve a better and accurate learning result, a 10-fold K-cross validation was used to split the comprehensive dataset into two separate datasets, which are the training and testing datasets. The entire dataset of 480 results was partitioned into 10 segments to produce different 48 segments of data . And after averaging each of these segments, a portion was selected and was used as the testing data, while the remaining nine segments were pulled together to produce the training dataset. Although the training time was shorter, the accuracy achieved was great, because the true error rate estimator was small. However, the computational time is longer.
Traditionally, hidden layers plays a vital role in the NN performance, especially in the case where problems related to arbitrary decision to arbitrary accuracy. Typically, hidden layer is considered as a black box, as it is essentially hidden from view. The hidden layer introduces greater processing power and system flexibility into the NN model, although it comes with additional complexity on the training algorithm. The process or rules for determining the number of neurons for the hidden layer has still not yet been certain. Although, having too many neurons in the hidden layer will have the system over-specified, and unable to be generalized. However, hidden layer with moderate or few neurons make the system simple and easy to extrapolate its data, and equally preventing the network from being poorly trained or over-fitting [3] , [8] and [12] .
Parten et al. in [27] , presented an assumption, expressing the maximum hidden layer neuron numbers (HN Max )) as:
. In this section, simulation results are presented and analysed, by comparing the proposed RNN-CE learning engine with the ANN-CE learning engine. Once the two engines got structured and modelled, they were trained equally using the same dataset, training algorithm (gradient descent) and learning rate. Training begins when the connecting neuron weights are randomly selected and initialised. Training in NN is classified into two categories; supervised and unsupervised [13] , [14] , [21] , with us using the supervised training.
A. Performance Criteria
To evaluate the two learning engines' performance, two separate approaches were considered the numerical (presented in Table V ) and the graphical representations in Figures 6 and  7 . These two approaches were achieved through two standard performance estimator functions, namely the Mean Square Error (MSE) and the Regression Factor (R). The MSE [14] is expressed in (14) , and the Regression Factor (R) is defined in (17):
where: O i = the desired (Network predicted) outputs T i = the network outputs (Actual supplied output) N = the total number of dataset.
The Regression Factor (R) is a statistical analysis establishing the relationship between two variables. In this paper the regression factor will be used to evaluate the correlation between the proposed learning engine output and the actual supplied output. The M is determined using the least squares method, by minimizing the sum of the squares of the differences between the actual output values and the predicted learning engines output values. Similarly, the M is the slope of the regression graph, while the B is the intercept.
The Regression Factor (R) between the x and y variables is given by:
To validate the network performance, the obtained training results are compared with the two learning algorithms. The result with the lowest MSE and highest Regression Factor (R) is considered to be the best. A regression factor value closer to 1 (i.e. R=1), indicates the predicted network output is establishing a strong correlation with the actual output. As described in [13] , [25] , the training was terminated when the validation set attained the set minimum MSE value, from the numerical approach, as observed in Table V . The proposed RNN-CE learning algorithm was able to establish its strong prediction and generalization abilities. It converges at 350 epochs with MSE value of 0.000268, while ANN learning algorithm took 2640 iterations to achieve MSE value of 0.00081588. Applying the simulation parameters into Parten et al. [27] [27] , the expected minimum number of neurons in the hidden layer was 8 neurons, and 15 neurons as the maximum. However, RNN model was able to extrapolate with 6 neurons, while ANN model hidden layer was 10 neurons .
B. Generated User's Communication Scenarios
Three (3) datasets in Table VI were picked from the testing segment to evaluate the training performance against the two NN models and the NS-2 generated results. The outcome is displayed in Fig 5. The graphical representations for the two learning algorithms' performances are presented in Figures 6 and 7 . Figure  6 displays the training data set performance for three outputs: the proposed RNN-CE learning engine, the ANN-CE learning engine and the actual output (the generated CRN throughput). The RNN-CE learning engine predicted output was closely Figure 7 , the correlation relationship between the two learning engines and the actual output were presented. The RNN learning algorithm has a Regression Factor (R) of 0.95188, with 8% error margin away from the actual output. Meanwhile, (R) recorded for the ANN engine predicted output was 0.86877, making it 8% errors away from the original output, plus 30% reduction in its number of the hidden neurons used (from ANN using 15 neurons to RNN with only 8 neurons). Hence, the RNN is able to predict accurately at 4.6% higher than the ANN learning engine.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we presented an AI based learning framework towards improving the wireless communication systems as well as addressing the rate of decision making in Cognitive Radio Network. A Random Neural Network based on the Nonnegative Least Squares Supervised (NNLSS) learning was implemented and extensively verified using two separate computer-based learning algorithms. The two models are subjected to the same conditions, i.e. same WCS environmental and same learning premises. The overall performance expressed in table VII, shows that the RNN based learning algorithm was 36.895% better than the standard ANN learning engine. With great predicted output and faster learning execution (i.e.e processing time). The future research directions include a critical and a broader evaluation of the training process, by generating a larger dataset through additional wireless communication operational parameters, as well as using another supervised learning method with one or two additional protocols. 
